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EDITORIAL
As we prepare this spring edition of e-motion, the birds are ruffling their feathers, puffing out
their chests and bursting into song. Snow-drops snuggle around the trunks of trees, carpeting
village church-yards, and crocuses surprise city dwellers in a flush of colour. As the trees awaken
from their winter sleep, leaf-buds begin to swell almost imperceptibly and daffodil shoots stand
strong in the ground, awaiting the call of the first cuckoo of spring. The seeds of creativity and
inspiration are germinating beneath the soil and we begin to sense that the greening of the
earth is under way. This edition is characterised by new beginnings, as our contributions reflect
the emergence of new and exciting initiatives, as well as the ongoing inspiration of work in
practice.
In this edition’s Dancing Dialogues, Maura O’Connell continues the theme of music and DMP,
with an eloquent perspective on music as an integral part of the DMP process. Maura offers a
snapshot of the diverse range of her musical resources and illustrates how music can become
a significant part of the therapeutic process, sharing a poignant vignette with students with
multiple and profound disabilities. Maura’s poetic language conveys moments of awakening
as ‘smiles emerge, eyes shine or cheeks colour...’ and we are witness to a profound connection,
characterised by ‘beauty and poignancy’ and inspired ‘seemingly instinctively’ at a felt level.
Thank you, Maura, for allowing us to glimpse a brief yet immeasurably precious moment of
existence.
In our Research Listings Dawn Batcup alerts us to her research into Adult Forensic Mental
Health Services, inviting practitioners in the Creative Arts Therapies to share their experience of
referral criteria and outcome measures. We also offer our congratulations to Sandra Reeve on
the completion of her PhD. entitled ‘The Ecological Body’. Sandra offers us a taste of the main
themes of her thesis, in which the concept of the body is considered in its entirety as part of a
wider system, including somatic, phenomenological, cultural and environmental perspectives.
Her approach challenges a ‘fixed sense of self’ and excitingly positions itself as ‘action based
research’. We await her forthcoming article based on her research with eager anticipation.
In our ‘Workshops and Conferences’ section you can find details of forthcoming workshops
for the spring, this includes the first in this year’s programme of CPD events run by ADMP,
a workshop facilitated by Kedzie Penfield entitled “Bartenieff Fundamentals and Laban
Movement Observation, happening very shortly on March 15th.
In addition, Enid Gill, a second year student in DMP at Goldsmiths, offers us her reflections on
the November conference entitled ‘The Symbolic Body’, a collaborative venture between the
British Association of Drama Therapists and the Association for Dance Movement Psychotherapy.
Enid shares her response to the day, in which the two modalities come together to explore the
symbolic expression of the body. It seems that for Enid, the two worlds of DT and DMP converged
to unlock new perspectives on play and embodiment. Many thanks for sharing your thoughts,
Enid. It is particularly valuable for those unable to attend the conference.
We hope you enjoy your read, and sit back to the sounds of Spring arriving at your
doorsteps,
Caroline Frizell and Tracey French, editors
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The first in a series of CPD workshops led by experienced
Senior Registered Dance Movement Psychotherapists.
PLACES STILL AVAILABLE!!!
Workshop Facilitator: Kedzie Penfield SrDMP, LONDON VENUE
Date: 15th March 2009
Time:

Arrival 9.45am 									

		
		
		

Start: 10 – 1pm
lunch (lunch not provided) 1- 2pm
Afternoon Start: 2 – 5pm

Price: £65/ concessions or student £45/ half day £35
Venue: The Jerwood Space, 171 Union Street, London SE1 0LN
T:020 7654 0171 Nr Waterloo or Borough or Southwark stations.

Bartenieff Fundamentals and Laban Movement Observation
This workshop will explore two strands of the Laban Bartenieff work as developed in the USA. In
the morning we will play with the Basic Six and related sequences from Bartenieff Fundamentals; in
the afternoon we will review Effort and Shape phrasing, writing and observing from the BESS (Body
Effort Shape Space) framework.
In the morning Fundamentals session concepts such as body connectedness, functional in relation
to expressive movement, Space as an aid to movement and hands on work will be explored through
practical sequences, partner work and improvisation. During the afternoon observation session
we will use our own body’s movement and video material to review concepts from the four BESS
categories. Participants are encouraged to bring their own practical, research or video material for
this session. Clinical and personal aspects of individual movement styles can be addressed.
This workshop will be of benefit to anyone using the body and its movement in their work. It is
helpful to have some experience of the LMA system, particularly for the afternoon session.
Workshop Leader Information: Kedzie Penfield, SrDMT, ADMT, CMA has worked as a teacher and
therapist for thirty years. After apprenticing with Irmgard Bartenieff in NYC she moved to Scotland
and worked as a dance movement therapist in the NHS then in private practice, directing the first
LMA training programme in Europe in 1986 in Rotterdam. Her present work includes teaching in the
new Dance Movement Psychotherapy course at Queen Margaret University, training actors, working
as a Movement Analyst in various research projects and continuing her private practice.
Please book in advance to avoid disappointment on the day: We will hand out certificates
of attendance on the day and this will count towards your CPD requirements. Please send
a cheque made payable to ADMP-UK: The Administrator, ADMP workshops, 32 Meadfoot
Lane, Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW
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Research Listings
Dawn Batcup SrDMT
A small research project is underway in Adult Forensic Mental Health Services with a
view to developing referral criteria for the Arts Psychotherapies based on evidence about
what works for who. Dawn Batcup, the researcher, has requested if people could share
any arts psychotherapies referral criteria currently in use in similar settings? Art, Dance
Movement, Drama and Music therapies will be included in the project. She is also very
interested in outcome measures (i.e. what happened as a result of the Therapy) that
people have found helpful. The completed research and referral criteria will be made
widely available on completion. You can contact the researcher directly on email dawn.
batcup@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk or via the address and telephone number supplied. Dawn Batcup,
Senior Registered Dance Movement Psychotherapist, Clinical Research Forensic Arts
Psychotherapies, Arts Psychotherapies Clinic, Admission Building, Springfield Hospital,
Glenburnie Road, Tooting Bec, London SE17 7DJ. 0208 683 6237/6
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The Ecological Body
by Sandra Reeve PhD, SrDMP
When I was contemplating whether to continue or not with an MA at the Roehampton, it was the late Gabrielle
Parker who said to me: ‘Why not go straight into a PhD instead?’, (with a slightly mischievous smile on her
face.) I remember that moment very clearly. Little did either of us know, then, that I would discover that it was
possible to do Practice as Research and would be awarded a grant by the Arts and Humanities Research Council
to do a PhD at the University of Exeter Drama Department.
Having recently graduated, I wish I could thank Gabrielle personally for sowing a seed which stimulated me
to take the plunge and research my own practice for nearly five years. It has been such a gift and such hard
work.
At the start of my thesis on The Ecological Body, I identify movement as primary to human expression. I
suggest that movement precedes and underpins cognition, language and creative art.
In the first chapter, in order to place my own notion of an ‘ecological body’ in context, I examine a number of
ways in which the body has traditionally been viewed. These include: the body as object, the body as subject,
the phenomenological body, the somatic body, the contextual body, the interdependent body, the environmental
body and finally the cultural body. I am reworking this chapter as an article, which should prove a useful synopsis
for professionals interested in the body in movement.
Referring initially to the residual influences of Descartes’ dualistic body and mind paradigm, I then examine
selected accounts of the phenomenological body and the somatic body, before looking at their convergence.
Discussing the cultural body, I take as a framework Morris Berman’s historical analysis of our avoidance of
embodiment, so that we do not have come ‘face to face with the immense yearning that underlies the need for
paradigm itself’ (Berman, 1989: 307). Stimulated by his notions of an embodied nomadic life - a life based in
movement - I apply my understanding of the moving body, and specifically of how it moves, to inter-cultural
movement. I suggest that how we move both helps to shape our attitudes, and reveals as much about them as
the spoken word; I also suggest that we can change our attitudes by changing our movement with an awareness
of the effect that those changes are having on the surrounding environment.
Movement is a key aspect of my developing sense of the ecological body. In my understanding, the ecological
body experiences its changing self as a changing system among other environmental systems. Further, I suggest,
that it is an immanent, co-creating, moving body: a body constantly becoming within a changing environment,
where the body and the spaces in between and around bodies are experienced as equally dynamic. Body and
environment, I suggest, co-create each other through mutual influence and interactional shaping. The body-inmovement, as a relational body, sets up different practices through habit according to its intentions, perceptual
life, experiences and cultural preferences. Finally, I define the ecological body as distinguishing itself from the
environmental body by perceiving the world from motion rather than stasis.
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My thesis examines an approach to movement education that I call Move into Life. This praxis is interrogated
through a set of ecological principles and tools. I discuss, in particular, how this approach allows us to unpick
our normative attachment to a fixed sense of self. My research question specifically enquires whether an
ecological approach to movement training can release a fixed and deterministic notion of self by engaging with
the changing body/soma as part of a changing environment.
By introducing a practical discourse of embodiment, movement and awareness into the ecological debate,
this thesis intends to stimulate creative responses to the on-going environmental degradation. This
degradation is here seen to result in part from a prevailing sense of body as object and of ourselves as
separate from our surrounding environment.
The practice of ecological movement is shown to offer a foundation in environmental embodiment for performers,
teachers and arts therapists. It is also shown to contribute to our understanding and appreciation (through our
bodies and the way we move) of cultural difference, as well as helping us to assess the cultural aspects of otherthan-verbal communication and the body’s cultural memory .
So, that is the area of research that I have been involved with over the past few years, through workshops,
movement studies, performance and directing performances. Extending my research over three utterly different
projects and including the multiple participatory voices of collaborators and audience within my thesis was
connected to finding an ‘ecological’ methodology for my work. I selected research paradigms that value process
and that see the position of the researcher in action-based research as part of ‘what there is to be known’.
My deep wish is that my work should contain a ‘catalytic validity’ (Reason and Rowan, 1981: 243), sowing
seeds and opening up viewpoints for a variety of different disciplines. And an underlying attitude in all my
work has been the endeavour to cultivate a deep respect for the fact that there is an unknown.
Thank you, Gabrielle.
Berman, M. (1989) Coming to our Senses: Body and Spirit in the Hidden History of the West, New York: Simon
and Schuster.
Reason, P. and Rowan, J. (eds.) (1981) Human Inquiry: A Sourcebook of New Paradigm Research, Bath: Pitman
Press.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Create your own pathway through The Ecological Body - topics and online materials created for my PhD, to
be found at www.moveintolife.co.uk/EcologicalBody
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Dancing dialogues – a Forum
The Language of Music in DMP;
the process of integration through motion and emotion
by Maura O’Connell (RDMP)
‘When God created Man, he gave Him music as a language different to all other languages. And early man
sang her glory in the wilderness...’ (Kahlil Gibran, 2005, p.64)
The music I use for DMP sessions is characterised by its very diversity and is dependent upon a range of factors,
such as the setting, the needs of the group and the nature of the contact. However, within that breadth of variation,
there can be found a common aim; that is to evoke, elicit and encourage movement and responsiveness from
the individual client and the client group as a whole in each and all of the numerous settings in which I work.
With this connection in mind, I find that the diversity of the composers which I use reflects the diversity of
the groups I facilitate. Composers come to mind, which range from the sweeping landscapes and intensity of
Dvorak and Mahler; the integrity of Mozart and the balance and form offered by Bach and Vivaldi; the nostalgic
infectious beat of Glenn Miller and the evocative simplicity of Michael Nyman; the depth of Nina Simone and
the ongoing pulse of Ministry of Sound. All of these, amongst many others, have supported my work as a DMP
by facilitating connections and inspiring responsiveness within the therapeutic process.
One of the settings in which I work as a DMP is a Special Needs school, with children and teenagers who have
Multiple and Profound Disabilities, incorporating all manner of physical, cognitive and sensory impairment and,
in many cases, a complex combination of these. In such a client setting, the use of music in the DMP sessions is
of paramount importance. Here especially, what is sensed and felt is so much more valuable and significant than
what is spoken or cognitively understood and music, with its unequivocal, all-embracing appeal and intrinsic
evocative energy, can defy and reach beyond perceived communication barriers, bridging gaps, building links
and unifying people, no matter their differences and no matter their abilities or disabilities. Music is a universal
language which everyone can understand, appreciate and enjoy.
Here follows just one example of how a particular piece of music is incorporated as a central and consistent
part of the structure of a regular, long-established DMP session, within the context of this school. The group
comprises eight young teenagers of mixed gender and six members of staff.
Sitting together in a circle to begin, the familiar opening movement ritual is initiated and enacted. It aims to
assist this client group to embody good seated posture, lengthening and curving the back and stretching and
releasing respectively. The action is aided and enhanced by lifting and lowering the arms together, holding
hands, perhaps dividing into pairs, small groups or remaining in a group as a whole, all the while emphasising
and co-ordinating the inhalation and exhalation of the breath. I choose the very slow, very tranquil instrumental
piano piece of music by Enya to accompany this exercise, because it reflects the steady, calm, consistent pace of
the breath. Its melody is clear, concise and unembellished, therefore its influence unobtrusive, yet, mellifluously
entrancing and inspiriting.
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This serves to guide the clients gently in feeling and sensing the subtle but strong rise and fall of the breath,
both physically and sensuously, through the smooth, softly undulating flow and mellow mood that the music
generates. Its harmonious tone warms the atmosphere and melts the sense of distance and inaccessibility which
can at times emanate from this client group. These young people with profound and multiple difficulties can
be withdrawn from and hesitant, if not resistant, to engage and interact with what society would regard as the
‘real world’. As the group is predominantly non-verbal, and some would be classed as being on the spectrum of
Autistic Disorders, this is hardly surprising. As I facilitate tactile and physical support to individual clients, some
of whose bodies, and limbs especially, may be stiff, tight and tense, I hum or sing the tune quietly, soothingly,
reassuringly. In time I start to feel a sense of their receptivity in their softening and yielding to the breath, to
the movement and to the music. Their arms release rigidity and tension, gradually becoming lighter and looser
as they lift with greater ease and flexibility, even if only a few times, or even if only for a short while. As we
raise our arms, now more synchronously, our gaze coincides, albeit briefly, but in that instant, as I see smiles
emerge, eyes shine or cheeks colour, a connection has been made, pure and positive.
A reaction has taken place, a response to the experience, and not necessarily exclusively physical, but perhaps
from beyond the body, from a deeper place within, possibly from a ‘felt’ level, indicative of an expression of
the very essence of themselves. No matter how slight or small, it is nonetheless very special and significant,
and I believe, made more meaningful by the beauty and poignancy that this piece of music inspires, seemingly
instinctively. It is perceivable that the clients are enabled to ‘awaken’ their senses delicately and are alerted to
their actual physicality by connecting to the central core of their body, the spinal column, the abdomen and the
diaphragm, from which the movement derives and diffuses, in a relaxed and restorative manner.
In an instance such as I have recounted, music is more than simply an effective prop or an ambient background.
It becomes an invaluable instrument with which to reach these young people in order that we gain an ingress into
their inner worlds, whilst helping them to reach out of theirs. We thus meet somewhere in between, therefore
creating a mutual channel of communication, potent with the potential of reciprocal responsiveness and
therapeutic enrichment. It seems apparent that music, as a unique and extraordinary, yet common and popular
language that we all share, can provide a natural nexus; a point of contact and encounter between motion and
emotion and in so doing, can act as a precursor to their eventual integration, through which new and different
ways of interaction and interrelationship can be explored, discovered and developed in the DMP process.

References:
Gibran, K. (2005) ‘The Essential Kahlil Gibran.’ New York; Citadel Press
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Brief News from The Field
Reflections on ‘The Symbolic Body Conference’
by Enid Gill
I was a little uncertain of how I would find the “The Symbolic Body” Conference, jointly run by The British
Association of Dramatherapists and The Association for Dance Movement Psychotherapy UK last November
(2008). I had been interested by the title, as well as the potential exchanges between the two disciplines.
Presently in my second and final year of DMT training at Goldsmiths College, I arrived at the conference
along with one of my peers and discovered several others already installed with coffees and teas. The room
was already filling with some familiar faces and many unknowns, dance and drama therapists and students
coming together.
The day-long conference consisted of four slots, the first and last being available to everyone. The other two
slots comprised four workshops, two running consecutively before and after lunch, therefore offering choices,
with welcome tea/coffee breaks, morning and afternoon.
The first workshop of the day was co-led by Genevieve Smyth and Susan Scarth entitled “Are We Addressing
The Matter of the Heart or The Heart of the Matter?” Together, they enacted each other’s case study of
working with an individual client, interweaving their reflections and thoughts about the client as the stories
unfolded before us. This brought the material very much to life and demonstrated how each presenter approached
the client from their respective disciplines. The similarities, as well as divergences, of the two disciplines
were well illustrated and gave me lots of food for thought about the entwined use of the body and verbal
communication in role-play. Towards the end, we were all brought into a brief experiential session in groups of
about 8. Each group presented a tableau on a theme to the rest of the room, which was then put into movement
and finally the observers reflected words back to the active group. I was impressed by the differences I could
feel in the approach of each group member, particularly in how the body became a narrator or abstract element
or something else again. This opened up my thinking to unfamiliar roads of interpretation. It was also a great
way to intermingle and break the ice, both personally and professionally.
Next, I chose to join Lea Bartel for “Aphrodite the Goddess of Love and Creativity”. Meanwhile, in another
part of the building, Debra Colkett was leading “Adopting cultural symbols, in the wake of a wave”.
I have a small knowledge of the Greek gods, goddesses and mythology and was intrigued to know how the
archetypes such as Aphrodite could be useful with our work. Lea took us through an individual journey, travelling
along Aphrodite’s journey into hell. She had broken it down into several parts, each leaving a certain theme in
mind, as independently we followed her telling of the story. As I embodied the protagonist in my imagination
and movements, I was surprised to discover the story awakened my own themes and made each part of the
journey a very personal one. This was followed by creating a drawing of what remained important to us, from
any particular part of the experience and ended by us coming together in similar groups and putting our images
into motion to share. I found this a fascinating experience but wished we had had more time so as to digest
what had been lived during the session.
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After a short lunch break, I joined Jeanette MacDonald and “Moving Mountains” while Yeva Feldman led
“Body versus Mind: embodied approach to working with eating disorders” in the second room.
Welcomed with a large picture of a mountain on the screen, Jeanette spoke briefly about symbolic meanings and
‘the mountain’. Then, as a whole group, she led us into a warm-up and experiential session with specific tasks
carried out in pairs. Once again, I felt the power of symbolism through experience, and particularly trusting
the inner world to speak through the body. This was one of the strongest moments for me that day. During the
task, I felt that, through movement, I had communicated to my partner all that ‘the mountain’ meant to me, and
yet we were still being asked for another response to it. Uncertain, and a little anxious, I engaged with the task,
began moving and gradually felt an unfamiliar response emerging from within. The double surprise was that,
without words or verbal explanation, my partner reflected to me, in movement and also verbally, the essence
of my response. It was an embodied reminder for me to trust the process.
The final event was by Ditty Dokter on “The Symbolic Body Researched: Evidence Based Practice/Practice
Based Evidence in Dramatherapy and Dance Movement Psychotherapy” accompanied by a Powerpoint
presentation. She took us through her research in a therapeutic community for young people, giving case
material. Occasionally, we were asked to spend a moment discussing, with a member of the other disciple,
reflections and strategies concerning issues raised between clients and therapists. I found this very interesting
as it gave me the opportunity to exchange ideas and experiences directly and develop further insight into the
two approaches – dance movement and drama therapies. The exchange I had with a drama therapist offered
me other perspectives and tools for working with clients that came through our shared discussion rather than
didactically. I was also pleased for the direct exchange with her, not having had much time during the day to
really connect with many drama therapists.
I came away from the day feeling tired, but also stimulated. I’d engaged with my peers in a refreshing way
and had begun to encounter other professionals and future colleagues. As a consequence I felt full of thoughts,
insights and new questions about DMP and Drama Therapy.
I was sad to find myself running from one activity/session to another and each one being an intense experience.
Reflecting about the whole day, I would have preferred one less presentation so as to have more time between
the activities, to meet, exchange and absorb the riches of the day as well as those present. Symbolism has
always be a challenging concept for me, as I find it easier to engage with abstract ideas of texture or sensation
rather than a distinctive symbol, role or narrative. I felt that the day unlocked aspects of play and embodied
understanding for me and offered different ways of relating to them.
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Workshops and Conferences
CPD WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 2009

Workshop Facilitator: Kedzie Penfield SrDMP
Date: 15th March 2009
Time: Arrival 9.45am
Start: 10 – 1pm
Lunch (lunch not provided) 1- 2pm
Afternoon Start: 2 – 5pm
Price: £65/ concessions or student £45/ half day £35
Venue: The Jerwood Space, 171 Union Street, London SE1 0LN
T:020 7654 0171 Nr Waterloo or Borough or Southwark stations.

Bartenieff Fundamentals and Laban Movement Observation
This workshop will explore two strands of the Laban Bartenieff work as developed in the USA. In the
morning we will play with the Basic Six and related sequences from Bartenieff Fundamentals; in the
afternoon we will review Effort and Shape phrasing, writing and observing from the BESS (Body Effort
Shape Space) framework.
In the morning Fundamentals session concepts such as body connectedness, functional in relation to
expressive movement, Space as an aid to movement and hands on work will be explored through practical
sequences, partner work and improvisation. During the afternoon observation session we will use our own
body’s movement and video material to review concepts from the four BESS categories. Participants are
encouraged to bring their own practical, research or video material for this session. Clinical and personal
aspects of individual movement styles can be addressed.
This workshop will be of benefit to anyone using the body and its movement in their work. It is helpful to
have some experience of the LMA system, particularly for the afternoon session.
Workshop Leader Information: Kedzie Penfield, SrDMT, ADMT, CMA has worked as a teacher and
therapist for thirty years. After apprenticing with Irmgard Bartenieff in NYC she moved to Scotland
and worked as a dance movement therapist in the NHS then in private practice, directing the first LMA
training programme in Europe in 1986 in Rotterdam. Her present work includes teaching in the new Dance
Movement Psychotherapy course at Queen Margaret University, training actors, working as a Movement
Analyst in various research projects and continuing her private practice.

Please book in advance to avoid disappointment on the day:

We will hand out certificates of attendance on the day and this will count towards your CPD
requirements.
Please send a cheque made payable to ADMP-UK: The Administrator, ADMP workshops, 32 Meadfoot
Lane, Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW
e-motion Vol. XIX
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CPD WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 2009

Workshop Facilitator: Penelope Best SrDMP
Date: Saturday 6 June 2009
Time: Arrival: 9.45am Start: 10am – 1pm
Lunch (not provided) 1pm – 2pm
Afternoon start: 2pm – 4pm

Price: £65/ concession or student £45
Venue: Siobhan Davies Studios, 85 St George’s Road,
London SE1 6ER (Tel: 0207 091 9650)
Nearest Tube: Elephant and Castle

Adopting Supervisory Perspectives

This workshop is aimed at senior practitioners who may be acting as supervisors for others, either privately as
SrDMP or within clinical settings perhaps as RDMP/SrDMP. Participants may have become supervisors by
chance, perhaps by having very specific expertise, by being in the right place at the right time, or they may have
additional qualifications as a verbal therapist. They may not have had a chance to look at the identity shifts,
dilemmas, and joys of taking on a supervisory role or supervisory perspective. There may be others with a
wealth of clinical experience who are considering becoming a supervisor.
ADMP will soon be adopting a similar route to becoming a supervisor as in other arts therapies - that of requiring
a specific training. This workshop will provide space for creative exploration and sharing of issues, as well
as time to discuss different supervisory models and approaches. In what ways do DMP supervisors involve
movement, their own or that of supervisees? What is the effect of adopting one psychotherapeutic stance rather
than another? How does one set a ethical contract? How does one deal with somatic transference and parallel
processes as supervisor? What is the balance between aesthetic and psychological material? These are some
of the issues to be addressed.
Workshop Leader Information:
Penelope Best is an Honorary Fellow ADMP UK; President of the European Network for Dance Movement
Psychotherapy (DMP); Programme Coordinator of DMP postgraduate training in Warsaw, Poland, and core staff
on Masters DMP, Rotterdam; private supervisory practice with groups and individuals, as well as international
conflict resolution experience of working with multi-disciplinary teams and co-workers. Consultant researcher
within educational projects on creativity. Previous programme convener of DMP programmes at Roehampton
University 1992-2002 alongside the inimitable Gabrielle Parker.
For the past 11 years Penny has been researching and developing a model of supervision RCPM (Relational
Creative Processes Mode*) which assists professionals to consider issues of identity, interactional shaping,
and accountability. The model locates at its centre ideas of co-creation and reflexivity on both verbal and non
verbal aesthetic processes.   It could provide a useful starting point for promoting critical reflections upon other
supervisory models and stances which take into account psychodynamic, systemic, social constructionist and
narrative perspectives.
*See Best, P. (2008) Interactive reflections: Moving between modes of expression as a model of supervision.
In Payne, H. (ed.) Supervision of Dance Movement Psychotherapy. London: Routledge

Please book in advance to avoid disappointment on the day:

We will hand out certificates of attendance on the day and this will count towards your CPD requirements.
Please send a cheque made payable to ADMP-UK: The Administrator, ADMP workshops, 32 Meadfoot Lane,
Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW
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CPD WORKSHOP PROGRAMME 2009

Workshop Facilitator: Vaughan Titheridge, Drama Therapist
Date: Saturday 12th September 10am – 4pm
Venue: Siobhan Davies Studios, London
Price: £65/ concessions or student £45/ half day £35

The Body and Ritual
This workshop comes in two parts, offering participants the unique opportunity to explore the body and its
connection to emotion. The second part of the day will connect our work as therapists to the therapeutic
space using ritual as a key focal point.
The work of Jerzy Grotowski and his techniques of helping actors to rediscover the connection between
bodies and emotions have been used for decades, through the exercises Plastiques and exercises Corporeal.
The day will also look at ritual theatre and the ritual space from a practical perspective offering dance
movement therapists and other therapy practitioners the opportunity to learn creative approaches to
creating a safe and holding environment for the clients. We will be learning simple but effective techniques
in creating ritual in the therapy space.

Workshop Leader Information:
Vaughan Titheridge is a drama therapist - team leader working in primary education and a therapeutic community.
He also teaches mentors for the charity Kids Company. He has worked in an acute psychiatric day service,
and clinical lead – psychiatric nurse where he co-facilitated group psychotherapy from a psychodynamic
perspective. He has set up a therapy service within an inner-city school where he was team leader. Vaughan has
co-facilitated workshops at The Actors Centre and East/West Centre exploring themes of the Shadow and Role
Development, also connections between image, movement and emotion. He works a private drama therapist.
In the past Vaughan taught Tai Chi, and Chi Kung to patients in acute psychiatric wards and the general public.
He has been actively involved in dance laboratory work exploring themes of gender and identity. As well as
the above he works part-time in a clinic as a Reiki practitioner.

Please book in advance to avoid disappointment on the day:

We will hand out certificates of attendance on the day and this will count towards your CPD requirements.
Please send a cheque made payable to ADMP-UK: The Administrator, ADMP workshops, 32 Meadfoot Lane,
Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW
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Moving with your Inner Critics
Take time to identify your inner critics in movement –
their posture, breathing, facial expressions and gestures.
Play with changing their characters.

A Move into Life Workshop			
with Sandra Reeve PhD, SrDMP			

April 18+19, 2009
Stroud, Gloucestershire

Moving with your Inner Critics
A Move into Life Weekend Workshop
with Sandra Reeve PhD, SrDMP
Take the time to identify and become more familiar with your inner critics in
and through movement. Explore their posture, breathing, facial expressions and
gestures.
Play with changing their characters in movement, so that you recognise them in
daily life and learn to change old patterns and habits.
April 18+19, 2009 - Stroud, Gloucestershire
To book – and for details of other Move into Life workshops and training – visit
www.moveintolife.co.uk or e-mail info@moveintolife.co.uk
or telephone + 44 (0)1297 560511

Walk of Life Non-stylised and Environmental Movement workshops
with Helen Poynor on the World Heritage Coast
Spring Awakening March 27th (Friday eve)- 29th including Sumarah
Meditation with Beate Stuehm
Emerging to greet the invigorating energy of Spring, listening to
ourselves, listening to the land. Moving where land and sea meet.
Price £90 (£80 concession) Location: Charmouth near Lyme Regis.
Women, Rocks and Water April 25th -27th
Finding our feet, finding our way, finding our place. Rock offers
clarity and support, a sense of who and where we are, the sea reminds
us to breathe and release following where the movement leads us.
Price: £110 (£95 concession) Location: Beer, East Devon.
Information: www.walkoflife.co.uk Contact: Helen Poynor 01297 20624
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Therapists and Supervisors
Dr Beatrice Allegranti SrDMT, MA DMT
Offers individual and group supervision integrating Feminist
and Dreambody Approaches. CPD short courses also
available. Visit www.embodiedpractice.co.uk
Contact b.allegranti@roehampton.ac.uk or call 0208 392
3377.
Sara Bannerman-Haig SrDMT
North London
Tel: 07977109699
sara_haig@hotmail.com
Leah Bartal SrDMT
Offers individual DMT and Supervision including
Psychosynthesis, Jungian Background, Feldenkrais and
Authentic Movement. Monthly workshops include writing
and mask-making. North West London and internationally.
Tel/Fax: 0207 722 9768.
Dawn Batcup, SrDMT
Offers supervision or DMT in South London using a
psychodynamic perspective. Dawn’s experience is in mental
health across the various specialisms, including Forensics.
Contact: dawn.batcup@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk or Tel. 0208 682
6236
Catherine Beuzeboc, SRDMT
Offers individual sessions in movement psychotherapy and
supervision in North London NW5. Existential / Humanistic
orientation.
Tel: 0207 267 6253 or email: c.beuzeboc@btinternet.com
Penelope Best SrDMT
Offers individual and group creative process oriented
supervision and consultation sessions in East London and east
midlands (Milton Keynes). Contact: pbestworks@aol.com
Katya Bloom, SrDMT, CMA, MA, PhD
Offers individual movement therapy and supervision in North
London.
Contact:: kbloom@talk21.com

Yeva Feldman, SrDMT, MSc, Gestalt Therapist in
advanced training
Offers supervision (individual and group) in South West
London and professional development workshops.
Contact: Tel: 07958 610234, email:
yeva.rob@gogglemail.com
Tracey French, SrDMT
Offering supervision (especially those working with
adolescent client groups), and individual Dance
Movement Psychotherapy. London based.
Contact: traceyfrenchdmt@yahoo.com
Tel: 07760175756
Caroline Frizell, MA, SrRDMT
North London. Supervision and training Embraces inclusive
practice and the natural environment.
Tel: 0208 886 2547    frizarm@btinternet.com
Gerry Harrison SrDMT - available for supervision,
especially for those
working in psychiatric settings.
Contact: gerryharri@hotmail.com or 07977 094 789
Linda Hartley, MA, SrDMT, BMCA, RMT, UKCP
Offers personal therapy, integrating Authentic Movement,
Body-Mind Centering and a transpersonal and body-oriented
approach to Psychotherapy. Supervision available in and
Cambridge and Norwich.
Contact: Tel: 01799 502143 or email:
Linda@lindahartley.co.uk www.lindahartley.co.uk
Sarah Holden, BA hons, IGA, UKCP
offers individual and group movement psychotherapy,
supervision. South London.
Contact: tel 07956208276 or
sarahholden@movementpsychotherapist.com

Natasha Colbert, SrDMT
Offers supervision and individual movement psychotherapy
in West London, W11. Sliding scale available.
Contact: tasha_colbert@yahoo.co.uk or Tel: 0207 229
3883

Martina Isecke SrDMT, Dance Artist, Psychologist
Creative coaching and dance holidays at Lanzarote, Canary
Islands, Spain. Offers supervision, DMT workshops, dance
tuition.
Contact: Tel: 0034 6805 88728 or e-mail:
tinaise@yahoo.co.uk, www.martinadance.com

Sue Curtis, SrDMT
Available in South East London for supervision, training or
workshops. Sue specialises in all aspects of work with children
and young people.
Contact: Tel: 0208 244 0968 or suecurtisdmt@ntlworld.
com

Fran Lavendel, MA, SrDMT, BMC practitioner
Teacher of Authentic Movement offers movement
psychotherapy, group work and supervision.
Contact: lavendelmaclean@ednet.co.uk or
Tel: 01968 676461
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Helen Leake MA, MA( psych) SrDMT
Group & Individual supervision SE London. Helen is a DMT
& Child & Adolescent Psychotherapist working in the NHS
and Social Care.
e-mail: heleake@yahoo.co.uk or call 07742225445
Jeanette MacDonald, SrDMT, ARAD
Offers individual therapy and clinical supervision in London
and Exeter. Also available for Advanced/Professional Dance
workshops and private coaching. Contact: Tel: 01392 873683
or email:
info@exedance.demon.co.uk
Dr. Bonnie Meekums SrDMT, UKCP Hon. Fellow ADMT
UK
Is available for both private individual therapy and clinical
supervision in the North and North West of England.
Contact: University of Leeds, Wakefield Site, Margaret Street,
Wakefield WF1 2DH. or email: b.meekums@leeds.ac.uk
Alyson Nehren MA, DTR, CMA, RSMT/E, SrDMT
Distance supervision online or landline (at no telephone
charge to you). Specialization in somatic and developmental
approaches to Dance Movement Therapy. Integrating Laban
Movement Analysis (LMA), Bartenieff Fundamentalssm (BF)
and aspects of Body-Mind Centering®. Payment accepted
via secure server.
Contact: anehrensomatx@yahoo.com
Nina Papadopoulos, SrDMT
Is available for individual DMT and supervision in East
London.
Tel 020 85563180 or email: ninadmt@yahoo.com
Professor Helen Payne, PhD, SrDMT, Fellow ADMT-UK,
UKCP
Professor Helen Payne PhD, has over 30 years experience
with groups and individuals. Accredited Psychotherapist
since 1992 (UKCP). Integrative approach and Authentic
Movement.
Contact: Tel: 01438 833440 or email:
H.L.Payne@herts.ac.uk
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Athena Pikis SrDMT.
Offers individual and group DMT and Counselling
Sessions and Workshops in her country Cyprus. Also
available for supervision.
Contact: Tel: (00357)22518765, (00357)99543461,
address: 6 Kilkis Street, Flat 21, 1086 Nicosia, or email:
athenapiki@hotmail.com
Helen Poynor SrDMT. MA and RMT (ISMETA)
Available for individual movement therapy and supervision
in East Devon & Totnes. Also offers Walk of Life Movement
Workshops in West Dorset/Devon. Halprin trained.
Contact: Tel: 01297 20624.
Sandra Reeve SrDMT
Individual movement therapy and supervision in Dorset
and Ireland. Move into Life workshops for personal and
professional development through movement.
Contact: Tel: 01297 560511 www.moveintolife.co.uk
Susan Scarth MCAT, SrDMT
Movement Psychotherapist and CMA (in training). Based
in Edinburgh, Scotland Susan offers individual and group
DMP, supervision, and consultancy.
Contact: sbscarth@hotmail.com, mobile: 07962814630
Rosa Shreeves SrDMT, Dance Artist
Offers individual therapy, supervision, choreography and
consultancy in West London.
Contact: Tel. 0208 995 5904 or email:
rosashreeves@rosashreeves.plus.com
Dr. Allison Singer SrDMT
Available for individual and small group dance-movement
therapy and individual clinical supervision in Lancaster and
North London, NW3.
Contact: 01524 32920 or allison.singer@btinternet.com
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The e - motion ADMP U.K. Quarterly is an official publication of the Association for Dance Movement
Psychotherapy. The quarterly Committee invites all members to contribute and reserves the right to edit all
material. Views expressed by the contributors are the authors’ and do not necessarily express the views of the
Association. Similarly, any publication, advertisement or workshop not part of the Association’s activities is
not necessarily recommended or approved by the ADMP U.K. Copyright of articles remains with the author
unless otherwise specified. When writing articles, please use the following editorial guidelines:
A maximum of 10 sides of A4 including references. Single line spacing. For text only, there is no need to do formatting. All
references cited in the text must be listed in alphabetical order in a reference section at the end of the article. Only items
cited in the article should be listed as references. Each one should include the following as a general guide:
Books:
Author/s surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title (underlined), place of publication, name of publisher,
page numbers (if referring to an article within an edited book)
Chodorow, J. (1991) Dance Therapy and Depth Psychology: The Moving Imagination. London & New York: Routledge

Journals:
Author/s Surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title of article (lower case), title of journal (uppercase and
underlined), volume and issue number, page numbers of article.
Karkou, V. (1999) Who? Where? What? A brief description of DMT: Results from a nationwide study in arts therapies, e-motion, ADMT
UK Quarterly, XI, (2), 5-10.

Please carefully edit your work before submitting it, i.e. check spelling and grammar thoroughly.

Send material via e-mail as an attachment to: tracey.french_emotion@yahoo.co.uk e-mail us for SUBSCRIPTION to the journal,
ADVERTISING and LISTINGS. Please note that receipt of contributions will not be acknowledged unless requested.

ADMP U.K. Membership & Subscription
Annual membership to ADMP U.K
is available from:
ADMP UK Administration
32 Meadfoot Lane
Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW

Associate
£ 35.00
Student / Unwaged
£ 40.00
Institution
£ 60.00
Non Practicing
£ 70.00
Professional Membership
RDMP & SrDMP
£ 120.00
Overseas Supplement
£ 10.00

Annual Subscription to e - motion
ADMP U.K. Quarterly for nonmembers costs: for Institutions
£40, Individual £16 including p&p
(overseas + £6.00)

Advertising Policy

The e-motion ADMP-UK Quarterly will publish all “Therapists and Supervisors” listings in the columns provided, as a
free service to our Senior Registered members. Council reserves the right to limit listings to those which will be of interest
to ADMP members. These listings may include the name of the event/ service, the facilitator, the location, and a brief
description of approach and contact information.
Paid advertisement space is available in e-motion ADMP-UK Quarterly, and will include a space on the website
www.admp.org.uk within the workshops section.
Fees (inclusive of web) advertising space:
Advertisement
Sizes (mm)
ADMP
NonRate		
members
members
		

height

width		

Full Page
240
170
£80
£100
Half Page
120
170
£50
£60
Half Page No.2
240
85
£50
£60
Quarter Page
120
85
£25
£35
Quarter Page No.2
60
170
£25
£35
Eighth Page
30
170
£15
£25
10% Discount available for yearly (x4) insertions, price of insertions at above rates.

e - motion ADMP U.K. Quarterly Deadlines:
1 February, 1 May, 1 August, 1 November
Editorial Committee: Tracey French, editor. Caroline Frizell and Goretti Barjacoba, editorial team.
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